As Americans Plan for Summer Travel, McAfee Maps Out How to Navigate Through New Security
Landscape
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McAfee study shows consumers not putting their digital wellness first, despite increased tech adoption
News Highlights:

2 in 3 Americans report that they will travel for leisure this summer
68% of Americans confirm they are more digitally connected since the onset of COVID-19, but only about half have
implemented additional levels of security
While on the go, 44% admit to connecting to public Wi-Fi, although 62% perceive Wi-Fi networks as the most vulnerable to
cyber threats
SAN JOSE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 11, 2021-McAfee Corp. (Nasdaq: MCFE) today released findings on how Americans are approaching their personal protection in an increasingly digital-first
world, as they look to travel this summer with COVID-conscious modifications. According to McAfee’s 2021 Consumer Security Mindset: Travel
Edition, 68% of Americans plan to travel for leisure this summer, with 12% doing so internationally. While 68% of U.S. consumers report that they are
connected to more devices and digital activity since the start of COVID; roughly half have implemented additional levels of security protection. This
figure is lower than the global average of 61%.
Most surprisingly, more than half (55%) of respondents indicate that their travel preferences have shifted in the wake of COVID-19, with hotels and
motels ranking as the most preferred accommodations (43%), followed by staying with family or friends (37%). While travelers may have altered their
accommodation preferences due to the pandemic, they are not properly translating that same increased cautiousness into their digital safety.
“As travel becomes an actual possibility for people once again, it’s an opportunity to remember just how important maintaining your digital wellness
and security is outside the home,” said Judith Bitterli, Senior Vice President of McAfee Consumer Marketing. “Whether people are at home or away,
there will be banking to do, chances to shop online, and moments to stream a few shows while at the airport or on the road. This simple mindset shift
goes a long way in protecting our personal information.”
Discrepancy of Consumers Sentiments & Behaviors
There is a discrepancy between consumers’ sentiments and behaviors, as well as security best practices while home and away. Notable, 73% of U.S.
consumers indicated that they connect to devices when visiting a home that isn’t their own, potentially making them more vulnerable to risks this
summer, as they are more connected and less protected.
Consumers say they are aware of the cyber risks associated with their travels, but they don’t always take the necessary steps to remain protected.
Some key findings include:

A little more than half (55%) of consumers check if a network is secure before connecting and 45% report that they do not
take the same online security measures while on holiday vs. at home.
While on the go, nearly half (44%) admit to connecting to public Wi-Fi, although 62% perceive Wi-Fi networks as the most
vulnerable to cyber threats.
Nearly half (49%) say vacation home rentals are amongst their top 2 most preferred accommodations – despite 66%
revealing that they perceive risks associated them.
Americans admit to connecting to devices (both personal and public), as well as foreign networks during their vacations –
the most mentioned include personal devices such as laptops and computers (37%), smart TVs (39%) and streaming
devices (35%).
Maintaining your digital wellness while on vacation
With rising connectivity and device adoption continuing in 2021, consumers must understand the cyber risks of increased digital touchpoints, and how
to best protect their personal information. They need to take initiative at all connection points in their travel journey, actively maintaining their digital
wellness.
McAfee mapped out a path consumers can take to protect themselves and others:

Connect with caution. Be cautious when connecting to public Wi-Fi while on vacation and make sure the Wi-Fi is secure
and attached to a trusted source. Ensure that you don’t conduct any financial transactions or share any personal details
while on public Wi-Fi.
Consider a holistic security solution. Understand what tools are available to you in order to give you peace of mind that
your identity and personal information across all of our devices are safeguarded this summer travel season.
Update your software. Before you travel, check for any software updates on your devices. Updates often fix security bugs

and seal up cracks in the system.
Keep devices protected and close. Distracted vacationers are the perfect target for thieves looking to steal devices- be it
a phone, laptop, tablet, or game. Ensure accounts have multi-factor authentication to double check the authenticity of
digital users in case device gets in the wrong hands.
McAfee’s 2021 Consumer Security Mindset: Travel Edition Methodology:
McAfee commissioned MSI International to conduct a survey of over 1,000 adults in each country in April 2021, ages 18 – 75.
This press release only includes data from the U.S. survey. Additional surveys were conducted in Canada, UK, Germany, France, Brazil, Mexico,
Australia, Singapore, Indonesia and India. Data for these regions can be requested via media contact below.
Additional Resources:
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About McAfee
McAfee Corp. (Nasdaq: MCFE) is a leader in personal security for consumers. Focused on protecting people, not just devices, McAfee consumer
solutions adapt to users’ needs in an always online world, empowering them to live securely through integrated, intuitive solutions that protects their
families and communities with the right security at the right moment. For more information, please visit https://www.mcafee.com/consumer
McAfee technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software, or service activation. No
computer system can be absolutely secure. McAfee® and the McAfee logo are trademarks of McAfee, LLC or its subsidiaries in the United States and
other countries. Other marks and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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